This document represents NRRTSCE Policies. A signature is required. Submit the form with the CEU application.

Category 6.3

NRRTS Non-discrimination Policy for NRRTS Continuing Education Program (NRRTSCE)

Effective Date: 1 January 2016

Policy: Any individual involved in developing or delivering learning events (webinars, classroom learning event, articles for CEU credit) are prohibited from discrimination or making explicit references of a discriminatory nature based on gender, ethnicity, religion, age, disability, socioeconomic status, and/or sexual orientation.

Purpose: NRRTSCE goal is to provide high quality education for anyone involved in the field of Assistive Technology. Any type of discrimination is counter-productive to that goal and thus will not be tolerated in any form.

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of the NRRTSCE Staff to monitor and report any violation of this policy to the Executive Director. All speakers and authors involved with NRRTSCE will be notified of this policy.

PROCESS: Speakers and authors will sign the NRRTSCE Non-discrimination policy prior to CEU approval. Failure to comply with this policy will result in exclusion from any NRRTSCE Program.

REFERENCES: ANSI/IACET1-2013 Standard for CE/T 6.3

Weesie Walker, ATP/SMS
NRRTS
Executive Director
Category 6.4

Disclosure Policy for NRRTS Continuing Education Program

Effective Date: 1 January 2016

POLICY: Disclosure must be made if a speaker or author has proprietary interest in products, instruments, devices, services or materials discussed in any learning event (webinars, classroom learning event, articles for CEU credit). Any source of compensation must be announced and/or identified in print.

PURPOSE: Disclosure is necessary to insure balance, independence and objectivity. Being affiliated with or employed by a company does not prevent a learning event from taking place. This disclosure makes the learner aware so as to develop their own opinion of the content.

RESPONSIBILITIES: It is the responsibility of the NRRTSCE Staff to monitor and report any violation of this policy to the Executive Director. All speakers and authors involved with NRRTSCE Programs will be notified of this policy.

PROCESS: Speakers and authors will sign the NRRTSCE Disclosure Policy prior to CEU approval. Failure to comply with this policy will result in exclusion from any NRRTSCE Program.

REFERENCES: ANSI/IACET 1-2013 Standard for CE/T 6.4

Weesie Walker, ATP/SMS
NRRTS
Executive Director
Agreement

Please sign and return this page (a photo of the signature page is acceptable)

_____ I have read and agree to comply with the NRRTSCE Non-discrimination policy

_____ I have read and agree to comply with the NRRTSCE Disclosure Policy

_____ I confirm the learning material is original work and that external supporting content will be acknowledged and properly referenced.

_____ I confirm that any necessary written permission has been obtained for the use of photos or copyrighted material.

This Speaker’s signature represents compliance with the NRRTSCE Program Policies outlined above.

For NRRTS:

Weesie Walker, ATP/SMS
NRRTS
Executive Director

For Speaker:

By my signature below I agree to the terms of this agreement. I further agree that my presentation will be non-commercial in nature and will present a balanced view of the concepts, technology and applications described.

Name of Speaker: Date:

Signature: ____________________________________________